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ABSTRACT

An optimization approach for the operation of international multi-reservoir systems is

presented. The approach uses Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP) algorithms — both

steady-state and real-time. — to develop two models. In the first model, the reservoirs and

flows of the system were aggregated to yield an equivalent reservoir, and the obtained

operating policies were disaggregated using a non-linear optimization procedure for each

reservoir and for each nation's water balance. In the second model a multi-reservoir

approach was followed, disaggregating the releases for each country's water share in

each reservoir. The non-linear disaggregation algorithm uses the SDP derived operating

policies as boundary conditions for a local time-step optimization. These models were

applied to the Amistad-Falcon International Reservoir System as part of a dynamic

modeling project between the US and Mexico for a better management of the water

resources in the Lower Rio Grande Basin, currently enduring a severe drought.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem statement

From the city of El Paso (Texas) until the Gulf of Mexico, the Rio Grande/ Rio Bravo

constitutes the physical border between Mexico and the United States. The Lower Rio

Grande basin is arid/semi-arid, and due to intensive development on both sides of the

border, water problems are significant. The basin's water resources from Fort Quitman to

the Gulf of Mexico are managed and allocated following the bi-national 1944 Treaty. In

the basin, the key element of the treaty is the delivery of one third but never less than

350,000 acre-feet per year in average —431.72 hm3/year — of the waters of the Conchos

and other Mexican tributaries to the United States, evaluated on a 5-year basis. The

International Boundary Water Comision (IBWC) / Comision Internacional de Limites y

Aguas (CILA) was created to build, manage and operate the Amistad and Falcon

international reservoirs in the Rio Grande/ Rio Bravo. During the last ten years (1995-

2004), the basin has endured a severe drought, causing water shortages and tensions to

rise across the border. Mexico has not been able to deliver the US share from the

Conchos water for the last two 5-year cycles. As Schmandt (2001) points out,
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"development of new surface water resources is not a realistic option". Instead, better

management of the existing water resources and water conservation are required.

In this work, an approach for the management of international reservoir systems is

presented. Steady state and real-time Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP) methods

are applied to the operation of the reservoirs where the water accounting is made

separately for each country in the system. Two simulation models were developed; an

equivalent reservoir model where flows and reservoirs are lumped together, and a multi-

reservoir approach considering multiple stochastic inflows. The performances of both

models and optimization SDP policies were evaluated.

The current work is a component of a transboundary dynamic modeling effort to develop

a decision support system (DSS) tool for the entire Lower Rio Grande Basin using a

system dynamics platform. The objective of the DSS is to integrate a wide variety of

research efforts such as socio-economic and physical models, into a coherent

representation of the basin. In these terms, this representation may be useful for better

understanding the global behavior of the system and supporting the decision-making

processes. The different operating policies described in this thesis were implemented in
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the system dynamics model. Once the dynamic model of the basin is fully operational,

the impacts of each operating policy can be evaluated using a full range of hydrological

and socio-economic scenarios.

1.2 Literature review

Stochastic Dynamic Programming has been widely used in reservoir operation

optimization to account for the inflow uncertainty in the sequential stages of the decision

process. From the 1940's to the early 1980's, SDP was used to calculate single and

sometimes multiple-reservoir operating policies, often describing inflows as a Markov

chain process. At these early times, SDP methods were applied to obtain stationary

policies using current storage and previous inflow as state variables where the current

period release is the decision variable. Such a method, currently known as steady-state

SDP, provides the optimal releases for a given state of the system in a given time period,

as well as the minimum expected cost associated with each state of the system. By the

1970's, SDP models appeared that were able to derive reservoir operating policies subject

to reliability constraints (Stedinger, 1984).
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For example, Arunkumar and Yeh (1973) proposed a decomposition approach for a

multi-reservoir system. Fixing a stationary policy for all reservoirs in a system except

one, this last one would be optimized and adopt the newly derived operation policy.

Then, another reservoir policy would be optimized recursively, until all the reservoir

policies in the system do not change or the successive improvement is bounded by a

certain level.

Gal (1979) and Turgeon (1980,1981) presented SDP algorithms to help derive multiple-

reservoir operating policies. These algorithms were mainly parametric-SDP, aggregation-

decomposition-SDP optimizing one reservoir at a time (successive approximations), and

aggregation-SDP.

Bras et al. (1983) and Alarcon and Marks (1979) were the first to use real-time

streamflow forecasts in reservoir operations. In this method the results given by the

steady-state SDP are used: that is, the minimum expected cost associated with any state

of the system at a certain period (month). These "cost-to-go" values constitute the

boundary conditions at the end of H forecasted periods for the real time SDP loop

performed at each stage or time-step of the simulation. This SDP loop performed at each
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stage for the entire H forecasted periods using such boundary conditions yields the

optimal releases for the next H forecasted periods. However, only the release for the first

incoming period is made and the system is updated for the following time step with its

new forecast and SDP optimization. In the Real Time SDP, the computational effort

increases exponentially as a function of the number of forecasted periods at each time-

step. Bras et al. also attempted to improve the reservoir inflows forecast model and

applied these methods to the High Aswan Dam. The long travel times within the Nile

basin allowed for much better forecasts than the ones obtained based only on the

preceding period's inflow.

Stedinger et al. (1984) discuss alternative SDP models for reservoir operation

optimization that use efficient flow forecasts as hydrologic state variables. They also

propose an improvement of the adaptive-control algorithm from Bras et al. (1983),

basically consisting of a better and more cost-effective transmission of hydrologic

information along the forecasted periods at each decision stage. They also emphasize the

use of all the available information ("snowpack, lake levels, soil moisture, groundwater

and streamflow") to improve reservoir operations. However, later on, in a publication
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where Stedinger was a co-author (Tejada-Guibert et al. 1995), it was shown that very

complex forecasting algorithms including a lot of hydrological information do not

necessarily perform better than seasonal autoregressive flow forecasts.

Foufoula-Georgiou et al. (1988) proposed a Gradient SDP technique to use discrete time

linearly constrained stochastic optimal control problems decomposable in stages. This

method showed a reduced computational effort. A Newton-type algorithm was used to

determine the optimal control at each stage.

El-Awar et al. (1998) modified the algorithm from Trezos and Yeh (1989) derived from

Differential Dynamic Programming for stochastic multi-reservoir problems. Their

method included calculation of optimal multi-lag feedback policies, allowing the

integration of multi-lag hydrologic information and a full inclusion of spatial

dependencies.

Kelman et al (1990) proposed using a large number of sampled or stochastically

generated yearly "streamflow scenarios" and then deriving optimal decisions considering

simultaneously all the scenarios. Called Sampling Stochastic Dynamic Programming

(SSDP), its stochasticity resides in the generation of streamflow scenarios, which are then
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applied to deterministic dynamic programming. This approach may include a lag-1

Markov model of the year-to-year persistence of annual flows. Since it is not required to

discretize the inflows, the severity of droughts is less likely to be underestimated. As

Labadie (2004) points out, questions arise on the small joint probabilities of occurrence

of specific scenarios along extended time horizons, as is often the case with scenario-

based approaches. It also has a heavy computational cost and has not been applied to

multi-reservoir systems.

Faber and Stedinger (2001a,b) applied Sampling Stochastic Dynamic Programming with

ensemble streamflow prediction (ESP). They concluded that real-time SSDP could yield

better operating policies with frequently updated ESP forecasts than complex SSDP

models using historical series.

Karamouz and Vasiliadis (1992) proposed the Bayesian Stochastic Dynamic

Programming, which uses Bayesian decision theory to update prior probabilities by

incorporating new information. This continuous updating reduced the effects of

uncertainty in the model.
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Tejada-Guibert et al. (1995) used Bayesian decision theory to describe streamflow

forecast uncertainty in a multireservoir SDP application on the Trinity Shasta Reservoir

System in California. Once the operating policies for the system were obtained, the cost-

to-go or revenues function was approximated by either multi-linear or multi-dimensional

piecewise cubic functions. In this way, releases in the system were determined by

interpolation of the operating policy, or re-optimizing the policy in the simulation,

resulting in improved efficiencies of the system.

To deal with the multireservoir systems dimensionality problem, Hall et al. (1970)

proposed a method of aggregation of the reservoirs into an equivalent reservoir. The

optimal operating policy is then decomposed into individual policies for each of the

reservoirs and constrained by the solution of the equivalent aggregated problem. This

concept was extended by Turgeon (1980) to large-scale hydropower systems using SDP,

with a potential energy term as state variable.

Valdés et al (1992) applied this aggregation-disaggregation technique to the lower Caroni

hydropower system in Venezuela with four reservoirs. Besides spatially disaggregating

the results for each reservoir, reservoir policies were also temporally disaggregated from
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a monthly time step to daily operating policies. In order to solve the SDP problem, the

method of successive approximations (Su and Deininger 1972) was used. It consists of a

backward recursive procedure optimizing the expected value of an objective function per

cycle until a predetermined convergence criterion is met. The results of such spatial and

temporal aggregation/disaggregation were used for the daily real-time operation of the

lower Caroni multireservoir system. Non linear programming algorithms have generally

been used for spatial and temporal disaggregation of results obtained with SDP

simulations.

Labadie (2004) presents the most recent and more extensive state-of-the-art review on

reservoir operation optimization, including Steady State and Real Time Stochastic

Dynamic Programming among numerous other methods. A wide gap exists between

research in scientific communities and its real-world implementation in existing reservoir

systems operations, where more simple and intuitive rules are preferred (Yeh, 1985,

Wurbs, 1993). Labadie (2004) discusses possible reasons causing this gap and proposes

the implementation of optimization methods into Decision Support Systems as a bridge to

overcome this problem.
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1.3 Explanation of thesis format

In the setting of a Transboundary Collaborative Dynamic Modeling Project between

Mexico (Instituto Mexicano de Tecnologia del Agua) and the US (Sandia National

Laboratories), my advisor Juan B. Valdes and myself have been responsible for the

development of the model corresponding to the Amistad-Falcon International Reservoir

System. This task included the representation of both International Reservoirs as well as

the 300 miles of main channel of Rio Grande between the reservoirs. The current

research applying Stochastic Dynamic Programming to optimize the operation of an

International Reservoir System has been developed in this framework.
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2 PRESENT STUDY

The methods, results, and conclusions of this study are presented in the paper manuscript

appended to this thesis. The following is a summary of the most important findings in this

manuscript.

2.1 Stochastic Dynamic Programming primer

Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP) is a particular case of Dynamic Programming.

Dynamic Programming (DP) is useful for solving multi-stage sequential problems, where

a decision must be made at each stage which will influence the following stages. To do

so, Dynamic Programming converts the multi-stage sequential decision problem into a

series of single-stage problems with one or only a few variables each. The DP method

avoids the exhaustive evaluation of all possible combinations of alternatives to find the

optimal solution of a particular problem. Instead, as the problem has been decomposed

into multiple single stage problems, only the optimal alternative of each single problem is

selected sequentially, avoiding exhaustive enumeration of all combinations. In this way,

all non-optimal solutions are excluded. The link that transmits the key information from

one problem to another is such, that infeasible solutions are also eliminated (Mays and
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Tung, 1992). This link between the single stage problems is called the cost-to-go function

and contains the information of the optimal solution path from the current stage to the

end of our multi-stage problem horizon. These cost-to-go functions, which represent the

memory of the previously solved problems, are used as boundary condition for solving

the subsequent single stage problems. At each stage, these cost-to-go functions are

updated, reflecting the optimal solution from solving the last stage problem. This

recursive procedure is generally done backwards with respect to time, knowing the fmal

possible states of the system and updating the cost-to-go functions while proceeding

backwards and finding the optimal solutions.

In Deterministic Dynamic Programming (DDP), these single stage problems are solved

using known information. In the Stochastic case (SDP), each single stage problem is

solved considering a range of possible events and their respective probabilities of

occurrence. The state at the next stage is not completely determined by the state and

policy decision at the current stage, rather, a probability distribution is used to determine

what the next state will be.
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For the optimization of a reservoir operation, the release at each stage — in this case each

time step — may be the decision variable that needs to be optimized. The system can be

described in many ways. In this particular case, the current storage in the reservoir and

the inflow of the previous period describe the state of the system. Inflows into the

reservoir during the current time step are the stochastically modeled variable, where

different flows have different conditional probabilities of occurrence, given the previous

flow. The boundary conditions will be the optimum value or minimum cost associated to

the new states of the system at the end of the period. Ending the period with a fuller or

emptier reservoir will not have the same significance. Whether these boundary conditions

are expressed in terms of value or cost will depend on the objective function used for the

optimization, as well as its units. In the present work, the objective function is a penalty

function of squared deviations from the demand, that is, a cost function. Given a

probability distribution of inflows and the value of ending up in one or other state of the

system at the end of the period (expressed by the boundary conditions) an optimal release

can be determined for the current time stage. The cost of a release decision given an

inflow probability distribution will be expressed as the sum of costs incurred in the

present period (deficits) and the costs associated to the state of the system at the end of
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the period. The optimal release will minimize the summation of these costs weighted by

the probability of having each particular flow event.

There are two ways of applying Stochastic Dynamic Programming methods in a

simulation: steady-state policies or the real-time algorithm.

2.1.1 Steady-state policies:

Using stationary conditions, if the SDP process is done iteratively for all possible

storages and previous inflows for a particular period (stage), and sequentially for all the

periods (months) of the cycle (year) and for many cycles, the procedure will converge to

a particular solution. Once this solution is reached, two important outputs will be

obtained: the steady-state operating policies and the minimum expected costs associated

to each state of the system.

The steady state operating policies are the optimal releases given a state of the system in

a given month. In our case, given the month, current storage and previous inflow, an

optimal release is recommended. The steady-state operating policies can be easily used in

a simulation of a reservoir operation, interpolating the state of the system in the operating

policies to obtain the optimal recommended release.
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2.1.2 Real-time algorithm:

The real-time algorithm is nested in the simulation and is used at every time step. A

forecast is done for a certain lead time — H periods — into the future, at each time step.

This forecast recalculates the probabilities of future flows conditional to the previous

flow over the forecast horizon. The minimum expected costs associated with each state of

the system correspond to the period (month) when our forecast ends are used as boundary

conditions for an SDP process performed over the forecast horizon. An SDP process is

done backwards from the boundary conditions at the end of our forecast horizon and

using the newly calculated conditional probabilities. When the current time period is

reached, an optimal release decision is defined for the period. This release decision is the

only output of the real-time algorithm that will be used in the simulation. Given this

release and the new inflow (known only at the end of the period), a new state of the

system will be reached at the beginning of the next period. The forecast and the SDP

procedure are repeated successively at each time step of the simulation, which is the

reason why computational costs are much higher than for the steady-state simulation and

increase exponentially with the lead time of the forecast.
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2.1.3 The models

The steady-state policies and the real-time algorithm have been applied to two models: an

aggregated equivalent reservoir model — where reservoirs are lumped together —, and a

multi-reservoir model — where reservoirs are considered individually. Both SDP

applications have been used in each model.

2.1.4 Disaggregation into reservoirs and countries

Since the models have been designed to deal with an International Reservoir System, the

optimal SDP-recommended releases are actually not directly applied in the simulations.

In the case of the aggregated reservoir model, the previous release policies have to be

disaggregated for each reservoir and for each country sharing the reservoir system. For

the multi-reservoir case, release policies of each reservoir have to be disaggregated to

differentiate each country's releases. In both models, an optimization using a non-linear

algorithm is performed at each time step to disaggregate the operating policies. The

releases of each country in each reservoir will be defined using the SDP-recommended

optimal release as a boundary condition. That is, the sum of the disaggregated releases

has to be less or equal than the SDP-recommended releases.

Flow charts of the models follow.







2.2 Methods

Chapter 3.1 and 3.2 of the article in Appendix A (not put here for clarity)

2.3 Results

Chapter 4.2 of the article in Appendix A

2.4 Conclusions
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Abstract

An optimization approach for the operation of international multi-reservoir systems is

presented. The approach uses Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP) algorithms — both

steady-state and real-time — to develop two models. In the first model, the reservoirs and

flows of the system were aggregated to yield an equivalent reservoir, and the obtained

operating policies were disaggregated using a non-linear optimization procedure for each

reservoir and for each nation's water balance. In the second model a multi-reservoir

approach was followed, disaggregating the releases for each country's water share in

each reservoir. The non-linear disaggregation algorithm uses the SDP derived operating

policies as boundary conditions for a local time-step optimization. These models were

applied to the Amistad-Falcon International Reservoir System as part of a dynamic

modeling project between the US and Mexico for a better management of the water

resources in the Lower Rio Grande Basin, currently enduring a severe drought.

29
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1 INTRODUCTION

An optimization approach for the operation of international multi-reservoir systems that

accounts for inflow stochasticity is presented. The optimal operating policies were

derived using both steady-state and real-time Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP)

algorithms. Simultaneously, inflows were forecasted and evaluated for different forecast

horizons. The performance of the monthly operating policies obtained from the two

approaches was evaluated using two simulation models. In the first model, the reservoirs

and inflows of the system were aggregated to yield an equivalent single reservoir system,

and then the obtained operating policies were disaggregated for each reservoir and for

each nation's water demands. In the second model, a multi-reservoir approach was

followed, disaggregating each country's water share in each particular reservoir. The

non-linear algorithm employed for the disaggregation uses the stochastic operating

policies as boundary conditions for a local time step optimization.

The performance of the steady-state and real-time algorithms are compared. In addition, a

quantitative evaluation is made of the accuracy and reliability of how accurate and

reliable is the use of an aggregated equivalent reservoir model instead of a multi-reservoir
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model that included multiple stochastic inflows and a cross-dependence of operating

policies between reservoirs. The exponential increase in costs with new variables and

discretization nodes is known in dynamic programming as the curse of dimensionality.

Aggregation/disaggregation procedures, with lower computational costs, have an

advantage regarding the curse of dimensionality. However, it was found that the benefits

of implementing a simple SDP optimization into a model with a multi-reservoir approach

far exceeds the benefits of implementing complex SDP forecasting algorithms into an

aggregated model. These stochastic optimization models were applied to the Amistad-

Falcon International Reservoir system in the Lower Rio Grande/Rio Bravo basin,

managed under the rules of a bi-national treaty and currently enduring a severe drought.

The current work is a component of a transboundary dynamic modeling effort to develop

a decision support system (DSS) tool for the entire Lower Rio Grande Basin using a

system dynamics platform. The objective of the DSS is to integrate a wide variety of

research efforts such as socio-economic and physical models, into a coherent

representation of the basin. Only on these terms this representation may be useful for

further understanding the global behavior of the system and to support the decision-
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making processes. The different operating policies described in this article were

implemented in the model. Once the dynamic model of the basin is fully operational, the

impacts of each operating policy can be evaluated using a full range of hydrological and

socio-economic scenarios.

2 BACKGROUND

In the operation of a reservoir system, the inflows are the main source of uncertainty.

Stochastic Dynamic Programming has been widely used in reservoir operation

optimization to account for the inflow uncertainty in the sequential stages of the decision

process. From the 1960's to the early 1980's, SDP was developed as a tool for calculating

reservoir operating policies, often describing inflows as a Markov chain process. SDP

methods were initially used to obtain stationary policies. Currently known as steady-state

SDP — this method decides the optimal releases for a given state of the system (storage

and previous inflow) at a given time, as well as the minimum expected cost associated

with each state of the system. The first implementations of real-time streamflow forecasts

in SDP were presented by Bras et al. (1983) and Alarcon and Marks (1979). Real-time

SDP uses expected costs associated with each state of the system as boundary conditions
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for an SDP optimization loop over a forecasted period. Multiple SDP methods have been

developed by Hall et al. (1970), Arunkumar et al. (1973), Stedinger (1984), Yeh (1985),

Foufoula-Georgiou et al. (1988), Trezos et al. (1989) El-Awar et al. (1998) Kelman et al

(1990), Karamouz et al. (1992), Faber et al. (2001) among others.

Application of SDP methods to real cases, especially in multi-reservoir cases bears high

computational costs due to the curse of dimensionality. Discretization of the storage and

flow domains is an important limiting factor and it affects the performance of the

optimization. To overcome computational difficulties, some techniques (parametric-SDP,

aggregation-decomposition-SDP optimizing one reservoir at a time and aggregation SDP)

were proposed by Gal (1979) and Turgeon (1980, 1981) to assist in deriving multi-

reservoir policies.

Valdés et al (1992) applied an aggregation-disaggregation technique to the lower Caroni

hydropower system in Venezuela with four reservoirs. Besides spatially disaggregating

the results for each reservoir, policies were also temporally disaggregated from a monthly

time step to a daily operation.
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Tejada-Guibert et al. (1995) showed that in water shortage scenarios, algorithms with

stream flow forecasts performed better than other polices, while this was not necessarily

true in other scenarios. It was also seen that complex forecasting algorithms including a

lot of hydrological information did not perform significantly better than seasonal

autoregressive flow forecasts.

As the application of the current work is focused on the Amistad and Falcon International

Reservoir System — a scenario with high water shortages — the findings of Tejada-Guibert

et al. (1995) justify the use of SDP algorithms with stream flow forecasts. Instead of

complex forecasts needing a wide range of hydrologic information, seasonal

autoregressive flow forecasts have been implemented with different lead times into the

future, knowing that their performance is equivalent.

Labadie (2004) presents the most recent comprehensive state-of-the-art review on the use

of optimization techniques for reservoir operation. A wide gap exists between operations

research in academic or scientific communities and its real-world implementation in

existing reservoir systems operations, where more simple and intuitive rules are preferred

instead. Labadie (2004) discusses possible reasons causing this gap and presents the
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implementation of optimization methods into Decision Support Systems as a bridge to

overcome this problem.

The hereby presented SDP operating policies for international reservoir systems have

been adapted and implemented in a dynamic model of the Lower Rio Grande Basin

developed as a Decision Support Systems (DSS) tool. This is being done in a

transboundary cooperative project between the University of Arizona, the Instituto

Mexicano de Tecnologia del Agua (IMTA) and Sandia National Labs.

3 METHODOLOGY

The optimal operating policies for the reservoirs were derived using both steady-state and

real-time SDP algorithms. Simultaneously, flow forecasts were implemented and

evaluated for different forecast horizons. The performance of the monthly operating

policies obtained from the two approaches was evaluated using two simulation models. In

the first simulation model, the reservoirs and flows of the system were aggregated to

yield an equivalent single reservoir system, and then the obtained operating policies were

disaggregated for each reservoir and for each nation's water demands. In the second

model, a multi-reservoir approach was followed, disaggregating each country's water
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share in each particular reservoir. The non-linear algorithm employed for the

disaggregation uses the stochastic operating policies as boundary conditions for a local

time step optimization. An explanation of how these techniques were implemented in

both models follows.

3.1 SDP model description

As in deterministic dynamic programming, the SDP method solves a multi-stage problem

by sequentially optimizing a recursive equation, one stage at a time. At each stage an

optimal value will be assigned to the decision variable depending on the state of the

system. While in the deterministic case, this decision is based on known information, in

the stochastic case, the decision is taken based on the sum of the costs of all possible

inflows weighted by their respective probabilities of occurrence given the available

hydro logic information.

In other words, stochasticity lies on assigning a value to the decision variable based on

the probability distribution of flows for the month to come, given, for example, a

particular flow in the previous month. This is why the performance of an optimization

model depends on a realistic representation of stochastic inflows and its ability to
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incorporate them in the optimization process. To do this, it is necessary to discretize each

month's flows into particular values and assign a conditional probability of occurrence to

each one of them.

3.1.1 Flow Discretization and Matrix of Transition Probabilities

For a particular month, the range of flows is divided in N intervals, such that the extreme

ones (highest and lowest) add up to a probability of 3 (user defined), and the other N-2

intervals are equi-probable with a probability of (1- 0)/(N-2). Then, the median is

selected as the representative flow of each interval, with half of its probabilities on each

side. Using a monthly time step model, 12 sets of different discretized flows are obtained

for an entire year.

A matrix of transition probabilities Pi lj for a particular month or seasonal period is

defined. It contains the probabilities of a particular flow j occurring during month (t)

given that a certain flow i occurred the previous month (t-1), where j and i are

representative flows of our discretization. To compute the conditional probabilities of the

flows for the current month, its conditional moments given each one of the previous

possible flows must be determined Thus for a given flow i of the previous month (t-1),
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and the consecutive conditional expected value of flow in present month (t), the

probability of a flow j given a flow i in the previous month (t-1) may be expressed as:

112; for j=1; the smallest flow in month t discretization (1)
1/ 1-1

v-i
0-1 1/1-1 for j = 2 to N-1; the intermediate flows (2)a ll

/ 1-1 t11-1

X NI -1 	P i t I t-1 for = N; the highest flow in month t discretization (3)j

y 1

=
	 1

Li

yl

cro

Pi t N_ i = 1- cl)
a 1111

where:

and X i., are the extreme values of the interval for which	 is representative

/4" 	 is the conditional expected value of flows at period t given flow i in month t-1

is the conditional standard deviation of flows at period t given flow i in month t-1

(13[ I is the normal cumulative density function

The conditional expected value and the conditional standard deviation of inflows at

period t given a previous flow are as follows (Benjamin and Cornell, 1970):
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The use of (') indicates the parameters of the transformed series. In the particular case of

the Lower Rio Grande, all discretized stochastic flows were assumed to be lognormal,

thus the transformed moments of the marginal probability distribution are as follows

(Benjamin and Cornell, 1970):

= Aft_, =1n(,) — (6), (7)

(	 2 \
12	 2
t = Cr t = ln o-1-1 + 1 ( 8), (9)

ln[l + — 1)(e —1)
(11)P =

et-1
(10),

At the end of this process a matrix of probabilities for each period is obtained. Each

matrix element is the probability of a certain flow of our discretization occurring during

the present period given the occurrence of a certain flow of the previous period's

discretization.

3.1.2 Steady-state SDP
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Two main applications of the SDP method exist, the steady-state algorithm and the real-

time control loop. In the steady-state case, the stationary optimal operating policies for

the entire year are sought. Inflows are modeled as a stationary and annual periodic first

order Markov chain, yielding the monthly inflow probabilities conditional to the previous

model inflow. The steady-state SDP method yields tabulated operating policies for each

period of the cycle (month of the year). An optimal release is given when the current

storage and the previous inflow are known. These operating policies are easy to use in a

simulation model of a reservoir system.

For a single reservoir system and using a notation similar to Bras et al. (1983), the

backwards counters for the recursive problem may be formulated as follows:

r number of periods remaining until the end of a cycle (1-month of the year)

m number of full cycles remaining until the end of planning horizon

n number of time periods remaining until the end of the planning horizon

P,. 	 of a flow j given a flow k

Since the inflow regime is assumed stationary, the following conditions hold, being T the

total number of periods in a cycle:
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E[Q imT+r	 r
7 - E{Q j]	 ; Pr r =

 pr (12), (13)

The backwards recursive equation may be formulated as:

f (S , jr+1 )=	 Pk.; fgr' (S ir ,Q;; R) + (f (S ,	 ))1]	 (14)

where:

g" (S,' ,Q1cr , R) is the cost of releasing R during time period n when the initial storage is

S ir and the inflow during the month is Q. The system will be periodic

stationary if g mT +r ( 6 5ff 5 R) gr(Sir R) for the same definition of g.

In other words, g is our objective function for each time step, and as seen in

the recursive equation, f is defined as a linear combination of g terms.

fn (Sir, Q7 1 ) is the minimum expected cost from the present period to the end of the

planning horizon if the system is in states (S ir, Q') . Usually called the

cost-to-go function.

R" (Sir, Q1+1 ) is the optimal release decision for month t when the storage and inflow

states are (Sir , 5+1 ).

As it may be seen, this backwards recursive process computes the minimal expected cost

for a given period (month of the year) associated with a storage and previous inflow state.
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Given the period, a storage and previous inflow, a release is selected and computes the

cost of such release. Then, for each possible inflow, it computes the state of the system at

the end of the period and its associated minimum expected costs. For each possible

inflow, we can now add up the costs of the chosen release plus the minimum expected

cost associated with the state of the system at the end of the period. Then, the sum of the

total costs of the chosen release for each possible inflow has to be weighted with

probability Pk; of each one of the inflows k occurring given the previous period's flow j.

Doing this for all possible releases, the optimal release, which minimizes fn (sir , Qjr+1)

the cost associated to the present state of the system, is found. For all releases and

incoming flows, the continuity equation has to be applied with the correspondent storage

capacity constraints, adjusting the releases if necessary. Overall, at each time step, this

procedure is done for all system states, i.e. all combinations of SI and Q .

The initial costs associated with each state of the system at the beginning of the process,

were given zero value in the present work, as it is usually done. Su and Deininger (1972)

showed that initial boundary conditions may take any arbitrary values. They also showed

how this recursive process converges towards an optimal reservoir policy. It was found
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that for an infinite time horizon, the subtraction of same period cost-to-go functions of

consecutive cycles converged towards a constant value C:

lim f
( rn

+1)T r (Sir , ,Q1 +1 ) - finr+r (Sit ,Q 7 1 ) = C	 (15)

The value C is the annual minimum expected cost of operating the system for infmite

time periods. This has been used in the current work to evaluate proximity to stationary

conditions. Using linear multi-dimensional interpolation within the tables, the policies

obtained may be used in the simulation model of the reservoir. The steady state method

also yields the cost-to-go functions associated to each state of the system for each period,

which will be used as boundary conditions for the forecast horizon in the real-time

algorithm.

For a multi-reservoir approach, the number of state and decision variables increase

proportionally with the number of reservoirs. The computational cost increases

exponentially with each new variable and discretization node. The main equations of the

SDP method will be reproduced in the description of the multi-reservoir model in section

3.2.2.

3.1.3 Real Time SDP
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As seen, steady-state SDP provides tabulated stationary operating policies depending on

the state of the system for each period of the year. Instead, the real-time control loop is

designed to be nested in the simulation of the system. At each time step a finite forecast

horizon optimization is performed, using the cost-to-go functions obtained in the Steady

State procedure as boundary conditions. The forecast, which may include hydrologic

information of different types, is usually reflected in the optimization process as an

updating of the transition conditional probabilities. This is particularly useful for non-

stationary flows with changing transition probabilities. It is assumed that at the end of the

forecast horizon, H periods into the future, the forecast loses its value and stationary

conditions will best describe the system. From these stationary boundary conditions

defined by the cost-to-go functions corresponding to the period t+H, the usual backwards

recursive stochastic optimization procedure is solved using the updated forecast

probabilities. When the current time period is reached, the real time closed loop

algorithm yields the optimal release value to be used in the current time step of the

simulation.

3.1.4 The Hydrologic State Variable
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In the past, storage and the previous period inflow (q t_i) have been the commonly used

state variables. However, state variables, as well as forecasts may include information

from diverse hydrologic parameters such as snow pack data, groundwater data or weather

forecasts.

The work by Tejada-Guibert et al.(1995) compares the use of different hydrologic state

variables for SDP models for different objective functions. One of their main conclusions

is that when objective functions with large penalties on water shortages are used, models

with real time optimization using stochastic forecasts or sophisticated hydrologic data,

performed better than those that used steady-state policies or deterministic descriptions.

Even if the higher performance of algorithms using forecasts had been pointed out in the

past (Bras et al. 1983) they come to another interesting conclusion: models with

autoregressive forecasts, representing inflows as a Markov chain, show the same

performance as models including very sophisticated description of streamflows and other

hydrologic data. The structure of the SDP optimization method was suggested as the

limiting factor for the integration of sophisticated hydrologic forecast data. For this
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reason, besides convenience, storage and the previous period inflow were used as state

variables.

3.1.5 Inflow Forecast

In this work, with the application in a semi-arid setting where water shortages are

common and a source of conflict, seasonal autoregressive forecasts have been used.

In the SDP optimization process, forecasts are reflected as a change in the range of

probabilities of future incoming flows. In the steady state case, probabilities were

calculated and expressed as conditional to a previous flow value of the discretization.

Also, in the steady-state case, events at the current period do not influence probabilities

of events two periods ahead. Steady-state probabilities reflect only the stationary periodic

1-lag correlation of events between two consecutive periods.

In the real-time algorithm, which is nested in the simulation model, forecasts may have a

lead time, or horizon of multiple periods into the future. Probabilities are expressed

conditional to the previous period's real inflow Q t- i , which is not a discretization value as

was for the steady state case, but a random event in itself For each time step and based

on the previous inflow at period (t-1), the conditional probabilities of incoming inflows at
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(t, t+1, t+2...) are calculated and so is its conditional expected value. While probabilities

of inflows at time (t) are calculated with the previous real event Q t_i, probabilities for

periods (t+1, t+2...) are calculated with the conditional expected values of periods (t,

t+1...).

In this way, a real flow event Q t_i may shift the flow probabilities of the periods ahead

included in the forecast. It is evident that the forecast loses value as it advances further

into the future, with the next period (t) the one with the most valuable forecasted

information. The autoregressive equations that yield the expected value and variance of

incoming flows given the previous one is:

For H=1, incoming flows at the present period:

E[Q,,, 1 = /1' , +p ' ,,,_1* , 1 ` * 0,1 -
0- 1_1

Vadalt_j= cr , t2 0. _ p , (2,, 1 )

For H=2, two periods ahead:

E[Qt+tii-ii — '-E	 1+11
 csit+i 

 * (E[Qt/t_i] — ket )
'	 0-It

(16)

(17)

(18)
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Var[Q,,,]= 0-1 ,2 	P 1 12,t-i)

	
(19)

This is done successively for higher lead times. Autoregressive flow forecasts were used

with different forecast horizons into the future in the real-time algorithm simulations

3.2 SDP models: aggregation/disaggregation versus multi-reservoir

SDP optimization can be implemented in multi-reservoir models in two ways:

considering each reservoir in the system separately, which usually implies high

computational costs, or aggregating the reservoirs in an equivalent one and then

disaggregating the resulting policies for each reservoir. Following, the methodology of

how SDP has been applied to both types of models is presented.

3.2.1 Equivalent aggregated reservoir model

The use of Dynamic Programming methods implies high computational costs. Such

computational costs increase exponentially with the number of variables and

discretizations of the models, a problem often referred to as the curse of dimensionality.

For this reason it can be difficult to apply these methods realistically to real-world multi-

reservoir systems. To overcome this difficulty, some techniques have been developed,

e.g. Hall et al. (1970) and Valdes et al. (1992).
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The methodology presented here follows closely the work by Valdes et al. (1992) but

introduces the possibility of reservoirs being shared by more than one country. With this

procedure, SDP optimization methods can be applied to multi-national reservoir systems

accounting for each nations separate water balance. This computer-cost reduction

technique is based on the optimization of an equivalent aggregated reservoir resulting

from the aggregation of the system's inflows, reservoir storage capacities, releases and

boundary conditions. The operating policies obtained for the equivalent reservoir are then

disaggregated at each time step for the different reservoirs and the different countries

sharing the reservoirs.

Aggregated objective function and hydrologic variables

The objective function is a sum of the deviations of the releases from the demands, for

each reservoir i, and to the power [3 (in our case 13=2). It is a quadratic penalty function on

the addition of deficits for each country's share of a reservoir failing to release enough

water to meet the same country's downstream demand. Deficits are all given the same

importance and the objective function for the aggregated case does not have weights as

follows:
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= — Dem= EI —EI`. 	 Y
(NR NC

i c	

NR NC

minz	 Dem
i	 c	

\fi

(20)

where:

Re is the release from country c share of reservoir i.

Dem ie is the demand from country c to reservoir i.

NR is the number of reservoirs and NC the number of countries, and R and Dem are

the aggregated releases and demands. The bars over the terms indicate the equivalent

aggregated variables.

The storage (S), inflows (Q), releases (R), evaporation (E) and spills (Sp) of the

equivalent aggregated reservoir are computed as follows:

	NR NC	 NR NC	 NR NC	 NR

S =LES ic 	R=EIRf EE, Sp , ESp i

	

c	 • c 	I c	 i	 (21) - (25)

Constraints of the aggregated model

In the same way as the objective function and the hydrologic variables, constraints are

aggregated:
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NR NC	 NR NC

S min = E E s ic min S max = E E S 1 max
•	 c	 c (26), (27)

NR NC

R min = E E R; min
I	 C

NR NC

R max = E E .1? 1 max
c (28), (29)

The continuity equation for the equivalent aggregated reservoir is as follows:

S 1+1 = St + (30)

Recursive equation for the aggregated SDP model:

The recursive equation of the previously described SDP with autoregressive flow

forecasts for the equivalent aggregated reservoir is:

—r —r+1	 —r	 —r —r —	 —r-1 —r
f n GS' ,Q )=MinIPkAg n (St,Qk,R)±(f n-l (S1 ,Q k ))}]	 (31)

At each time period, the release that minimizes the recursive equation is determined by

the SDP method and adopted in the simulation.

Disaggregation into different reservoirs and country shares..

Once the releases for a time period are determined and the values of the other hydrologic

variables obtained, the water balance is disaggregated for each reservoir and for each
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country. The results of the aggregated equivalent reservoir model are used as boundary

conditions for the disaggregation, constraining the sum of the releases of each reservoir to

be equal or less than the aggregated reservoir release.

For this purpose, a non-linear optimization algorithm was employed. Such disaggregation

algorithm minimizes a constrained nonlinear multivariable objective function z subject to

the following constraints:

A* x � b

Aeq* x beq

lb < x < ub

for all X ^ O, where x, b, beq, lb and ub are vectors, and A and Aeq being matrices.

The following objective function has been optimized at each time period:

NR NC	 NR

min z = al *11 (Dem`' —(R 1c + Fl )) 2 + ca*ISp,	 (32)

where Fl,c are incoming unregulated flows into the river belonging to country c between

the demand point and the upstream reservoir from which releases R,c are made. Also, al
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and a2 are weights which in the present model were given values of 100 and 1 to give

more importance to the minimization of the first term.

Similarly, the following constraints are applied to the disaggregation.

1. Continuity in each country's share of each reservoir:

Sic,I+1 S1 Q1c,1
	 —(11 NC)* S 	 (1 x NR x NC)	 (33)

where E,c,, is the evaporation from country c share of reservoir i at time t and is assumed

to be the proportional part of evaporation corresponding to the proportion of each

country's volumes in the reservoir during time period t. The alloccation of spills for each

reservoir is not constrained, and spills from each reservoir i are considered to be equally

shared.

2. Capacity constraints:

NC

	Ist• s,max and (1/NC)* S imin = S ic'n S ic	 (1 x NR & lxNRxNC)	 (34)

3. Optimal release constraints:

NR NC	 _*

	c 
R" �R and R` Dem 	 (35)
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(11 NC)* R7 = C,M
	

(1 + 1 x1\11b(NC)	 (36)

where R is the optimal release for the equivalent aggregated reservoir.

Thus, the disaggregation optimization has NR(3NC+1)+1 constraints. It is carried out at

the end of each time period.

It was assumed that water has the same value in all locations and for all the countries of

the system. Thus, releases and demands may be disaggregated considering the hydrologic

mass balance, demands and physical boundary conditions only. If this assumption is not

appropriate, the disaggregation process will introduce weighting coefficients for areas

where water may have different values within a country. Notice that the weights may be

directly incorporated in the objective function of the multi-reservoir SDP, as there is no

spatial disaggregation in this case.

To be able to compare the aggregated model and the multi-reservoir model, the following

function was used in all cases to compute costs at month i of year j after each

disaggregation step.

NR NC

COSt(i, j) = EE (Dem — (R" + Fl`)) 2

c
(37)
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For the presentation of results, in each simulated year, the previous costs were averaged

over the past simulated years to obtain the average yearly cost until that time. If the

simulation is long enough, this average yearly cost stabilizes and can represent the

average yearly costs of a particular model, method, inflow series and simulation duration.

The performance of a model is defined as its ability to satisfy demands. Thus, a higher

performance model will incur in lower costs. Both terms are used indistinctively in this

paper.

3.2.2 Multi-reservoir SDP

Although the aggregated equivalent reservoir model allows for a reduction of

computational costs, it is a coarse approximation to reality. To asses how good this

approximation is, a comparison with a multi reservoir model including multi stochastic

inflows was carried out.

The multi-reservoir SDP method allows for the optimization of the system considering

each particular reservoir and a stochastic approach to each one of their respective inflows.

Also, it allows the demands to each of the reservoirs to be differentiated in the SDP

optimization process. Consequently, if the previous decision and state variables are

maintained, its number will augment proportionally to the number of reservoirs. In such a
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setting, the optimal value of a decision variable will depend on the state variables of the

entire system.

Objective function and hydrologic variables:

In this case, the objective function will be the sum of the squared deviations of the

releases from the demands, for each reservoir i. As it may be seen, demands and releases

for different countries are lumped together in each reservoir.

NR I NC	 \ 2

min z =	 ((R,c +	 Dem)
	

(38)
c

where Ric are incoming inflows into the river belonging to country c between the

demand point and the upstream reservoir from which releases Ric are made. Similarly as

in the previous case, the hydrologic variables for each reservoir are:

NC	 NC	 NC

S	 ; Q. =	 ; R, =IR ic ; E i ; Sp,	 (39) — (41)

Constraints of the multi-reservoir model:

The following constraints apply:
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(42), (43)

(44), (45)
NC	 NC

R imin =	 ;	 Rimax	 Ric,max

The continuity equation refers to each reservoir, lumping each nation's hydrologic

variables together and considering the total for each different reservoir:

	S i,t + 1 	Sit 1,1
	 — E,, — Sp ,,	

(46)

Recursive equation of the multi reservoir SDP model:

At each time period, the optimal release will be determined as a function of the state of

the entire system, that is, the other reservoirs storages and previous inflows. Considering

a system of 2 reservoirs, this can be reflected in the recursive equation of the SDP

method with a lag-1 Markov decision process as follows:

f"(s"i,,,QT 1,;,sr2 , h ,Q27 1 =1) 

N1 N2
= min[ 	E PLr 	{gn (5;: i 	1r,k,R1,

 52r 
,h
	, R2 ) (f n-1 (s 1r-gl ; Qirk ; s=  , Q2r ,m ))). ]

km

Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to reservoir 1 and reservoir 2. Ni and N2 are the number of

(47)

discretized flows into reservoir 1 and reservoir 2. As seen, as the number of reservoirs
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increases, new summations and new transition probability terms are added.

Approximating the previous equation with a more simple, less accurate formulation,

using an index t increasing with the natural time direction, the SDP recursive function for

a system of N reservoirs is as follows:

ft (sir , Qir+1 ,..., sNr , QNr+1) = 	
(48)

= minE[g (S r R r Qr	
sr Rr ry \ ± .f. ( sr-1 ry	 s t--1 ry \ -1

,_,,,......J	 t	 1 , 	1 , 	1 , ••• , N , N , VN )	 it+11	 , V1 , •'• , N 5 VN1-1
r,

With this method, releases in a particular reservoir of the system are optimized

considering the state variables of all the other reservoirs in the system. As computational

costs increase exponentially with each new variable and with the number of discretization

values, the application of this method demands coarser storage and flow domain

discretizations as the number of reservoirs increases. However, computational costs due

to the introduction of a new variable increase at a higher rate than those due to a

refmement of the discretization grid.

Similarly, steady-state operating policies for a multi-reservoir system will be presented as

tables of as much dimensions as the number of state variables that are considered in the
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system. Consequently, when used in a simulation model, interpolation will be needed in

each dimension, i.e. for each state variable. For a system with two reservoirs and four

state variables, four-dimension operating policies will be obtained. If interpolation is

made as a weighted combination of the nodal values, an interpolation in d dimensions

will be a weighted sum of 2" terms with d linear weights multiplying each term, one for

each dimension. Thus for a two reservoir system with 4 state variables, interpolated terms

will be a sum of 16 terms with 4 weights each.

Disaggregation into different country shares in each reservoir:

In the multiple reservoir SDP model, releases are decided for each reservoir given the

state of the system. Nevertheless, water balances still have to be separated in the

reservoirs shared by more than one country. The same non-linear optimization algorithm

used before to disaggregate the aggregated equivalent reservoir policies has been used

here. In the present case, only disaggregation into different countries within a single

reservoir is necessary. The optimal release of a reservoir, determined by the SDP process,

has to be shared within the countries. Also, the allocation of the water balance in each

reservoir is likely to affect the national balances of the other ones, as it has to be reflected
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in the continuity equations. Using similar objective functions, state variables and

constraints, the optimization problem is solved for the reservoir system in an analogous

way as in the previous case.

As in the aggregated model, the following function was used in all cases to compute costs

at month i of year j after each disaggregation step.

NR NC

COSt(i, A = EE(Dem — (Rf + Fl,c)) 2 (49)

Similarly, average yearly costs were computed at each year for all previous simulated

years, so that costs and performances of each model and method can be compared.
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4 THE AMISTAD-FALCON INTERNATIONAL RESERVOIR

SYSTEM

From the city of El Paso (Texas) until the Gulf of Mexico, the Rio Grande/ Rio Bravo

constitutes the physical border between Mexico and the United States as seen in Figure 1.

The basin's water resources from Fort Quitman to the Gulf of Mexico are managed and

allocated following the bi-national 1944 Treaty. In the basin, the key element of the treaty

is the delivery of one third but never less than 350,000 acre-feet per year — 431.72

hm3/year — of the waters of the Conchos and other Mexican Tributaries to the United

States, evaluated on a 5-year basis. The International Boundary Water Commission

(IBWC) was created to build, manage and operate the Amistad and Falcon international

reservoirs in the Rio Grande/ Rio Bravo. The Amistad International reservoir was

completed in 1968 with a total capacity of 6,325 hm3 (5,127,700 acre-feet) and a

conservation capacity of 3,887.44 hm3 (3,151,588 acre-feet), of which 53% belongs to

the US and 47% to Mexico approximately. The Falcon International Reservoir was

completed in 1954 with a total capacity of 3897 hm3 (3,159,300 acre-feet) and a

conservation capacity of 3,274.42 hm3 (2,654,605 acre-feet) with 52% and 48%
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belonging to the US and Mexico respectively. Falcon is "the lowest international storage

dam".

Figure 1: Site map of the Lower Rio Grande Basin (source: Sandia 1VL).

The climate in the Lower Rio Grande Basin (LRGB) is characterized by the rain-shadow

from the North American Cordillera and the Gulf of Mexico in the east as the principal

source of atmospheric moisture. The basin is a semi-arid and arid region due mostly to a

lack of rain triggering mechanisms rather than to a lack of moisture in the atmosphere.
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Temperature and precipitation patterns change progressively from oceanic in the Gulf of

Mexico to continental upstream approaching Fort Quitman and the Conchos basin.

During the last ten years (1995-2004), the basin has endured a serious drought, causing

water shortages and increased tensions across the border. As a result of the drought,

Mexico has not been able to deliver the US share from the Conchos water for the last two

5-year cycles.

4.1 Modeling of the international system:

The Amistad and Falcon International Reservoir System has been modeled considering

that each reservoir contains two pools of water owned by Mexico and the Unites States,

and the accounting of these two shares of water is made separately for each country.

Inflows are allocated to each country, and each month, Mexican and US releases are

decided. However, the determination of the optimal releases at each time step using

Stochastic DP methods is made based upon the total storage and previous inflow into the

reservoir. These optimal releases are then used as boundary conditions for the

disaggregation algorithm into each country share of both reservoirs.
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SDP methods have been applied using both the Aggregated Reservoir Model and the

Multi-Reservoir model. For the Aggregated model, inflows, storages and constraints have

been lumped together as previously described.

For the Multi-Reservoir Model, two stochastic inflows, one into each reservoir, were

considered. First, the inflows into Amistad reservoir, which represent the addition of

flows from the Devil's, Pecos and Rio Grande, of which most of its flows come from the

Rio Conchos. Secondly, the tributaries between Amistad and Falcon reservoir were added

as the other stochastic inflow. Matrices of transition probabilities were calculated using a

25-year historical series (1977-2002) provided by the IBWC. To run simulations for

longer periods - given the short historical records — synthetic monthly time series were

generated. Using the monthly moments of the real series, and using lognormal

distributions for each month, synthetic seasonal series generated as a Markov process

were used.

For the Aggregated Equivalent Reservoir model, the two stochastic inflows were

aggregated as well as the capacities of the Amistad and Falcon reservoirs. An equivalent

area-capacity curve was calculated to compute evaporation using average pan-
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evaporation data from the reservoirs. All constraints for the equivalent system have been

imposed as explained in the methodology.

Regarding the discretization of flows and storages, it is equivalent for both models. The

number of discretizations of the multi-reservoir model adds up to the number of values of

the aggregated model so that the storage and flow resolution are equal and the two

models can be compared. Inflows to Amistad and Falcon Reservoirs have been

discretized into 6 and 4 values respectively. Monthly demands were assumed constant

through the years for both countries. Mexican demand is located entirely below Falcon

reservoir and the US demand is mainly from two areas and has been located as follows in

the model: half-way between Amistad and Falcon reservoirs and mostly below Falcon.

4.2 Results:

All the previous SDP optimization methods and simulation models were applied to the

Amistad and Falcon International Reservoir System. A comparison of the results of the

steady-state and real-time methods using the Aggregated Reservoir and the Multi-

Reservoir models was made.
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The optimal Steady State SDP policies for both the aggregated and the multi-reservoir

models converged to an optimal solution after 38 and 63 annual cycles. This difference

reflects the level of complexity of the Multi-Reservoir model. Convergence was reached

when the difference between same-period and same-state cost-to-go functions of

consecutive cycles reached the annual minimum expected cost of operating the system

for infinite time periods (C) within a margin of 0.5 cost units.

x 105 	Aggregated Resew'!" Model
Comergence of the Steady State SDP method 	 Comergence of the Steady State SDP method

x 105 	Muttl-Reserwir Model

Figure 2: Convergence of steady-state optimization procedure

The high rise and peak at the beginning of the process is a consequence of using zero

boundary conditions as initial values. CPU time for the convergence of the multi-

reservoir model was several orders of magnitude higher than for the aggregated model.
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These SDP derived steady state policies have been used to linearly interpolate the values

of the state variables during the operation simulation. Depending on the number of state

variables in the system, interpolation will be done in 2 dimensions (aggregated model) or

4 dimensions (multi-reservoir model). For example, for the multi-reservoir model, the

releases in Amistad reservoir for year i and month j are:

RelA(i,j

al*131*71'%1*OpRelA(j1,11,m1,o1 j)+ al*I31*yl*p*OpRelA(j1,11,m1,432,j) + ...

al*131*y2)%1*OpRelA(j1,i1,m2,o1,j) + al*131*y2*P*OpRelA(j1,11,m ,,o2,j) + ...

al 132*y1*1*OpRelA(j1,12,m1,01,j) + al 132*71 *2*OpRe1A(j1,i2,m1,o2,j) + ...

al *132*72*Çl *OpRelA(j1,12,m2,o1,j) + al *02*y2*Ç2*OpRe1A(j1,12,m2,02,j) + ...

a2*131*y1*1*OpRelA(j2,11,m1,o1,j) + a2131*yl*p*OpRelA(j2,i1,m1,o2,j) + ...

a2131*y2*1*OpRe1A(j2,11,m,,o1,j) + a2*131*y2*2*OpRe1A(j2,11,m2,02,j) + ...

ct2132*yl*Çl*OpRelA(j2,i2,m1,01,j) + a2132*71 1%2*OpRelA(j2,i2,m1,o2,j) + ...

c(2132*y2*Ç1*OpRelA(j2,12,m2,o1,j) + a2132*72*p*OpRe1A(j2,12,m2,02,j);

where a, f3, y and C are the weights in the different directions and OpRelA are the SDP

derived values from the optimal release policy for the discretized states of the system.

The real-time algorithm with autoregressive seasonal forecasts was implemented in both

models. The performance of the forecasts was evaluated as a function of its lead time (11),

or forecast horizon. Figure 3 shows the scatter plots of the real flows versus the

forecasted flows for inflows to Amistad. For a better evaluation, the transformed variable
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following a normal distribution is used. As expected, the forecast loses value as the lead

time increases, where the best forecast is for H=1.

ACCURACY OF FORECASTS AS A FUNCTION OF LEAD TIME H
Inflows to AmIstad

Figure 3: Forecast accuracy for inflows to Amistad reservoir.

Following, Figure 4 shows the same scatter plots for forecasts of Inflows entering the

system between Amistad and Falcon. As mentioned before, the inflows represented in the

model are two additions of real stream flows. Inflows to Amistad are mostly composed of

water from the Rio Grande coming from the Conchos river. Inflows between Amistad
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and Falcon are a sum of numerous smaller tributaries, of which some are regulated and

others are not. This separate composition of the modeled inflows can explain the different

performances of the same forecast method in each case. Figure 4 shows that while the

forecast for the first month is somewhat accurate, it rapidly loses predictive value.

ACCURACY OF FORECASTS AS A FUNCTION OF LEAD TIME H
Inflows between Amlstad and Falcon

Figure 4: Forecast accuracy for inflows between Amistad and Falcon reservoirs

However, it is seen that for higher lead times two trends in the scatter plots can be

appreciated. A group of forecasted flows tends consistently to certain values yielding the
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vertical lineage appreciated in some plots of figures 2 and 3. The other group of forecasts

still keeps some accuracy, following a 45° degree line, even for larger lead times of up to

6 periods. The reason for the appearance of these two behaviors may lie in the different

correlation between flows of consecutive months along the year. Figure 5 and 6 show the

inflow correlation between consecutive months to Amistad and Falcon reservoirs.

Figure 5: Flow correlation of consecutive months for Amistad historical inflows.
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Figure 6: Flow correlation of consecutive months for historical inflows between Amistad

and Falcon reservoirs.

The previous plots show that month-to-month correlations are generally higher during

winter months, from November to April approximately. however, during summer

months — May to October — correlations are significantly lower. The plots of forecasted

values versus real values in Figures 3 and 4 include all forecasts of a certain lead time

regardless of the current month. Consequently, the two observed trends for higher lead

times in Figures 3 and 4 might reflect the different monthly flow correlation for winter
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and summer seasons. It may also be appreciated that in general, correlations are higher

for inflows between Amistad and Falcon, which are a sum of multiple small and medium

size tributaries, most of them unregulated. However, inflows to Amistad come mainly

from the Conchos River, which is highly regulated and might be the reason of its lower

monthly inflow correlation.

Given the forecast and its correspondent SDP optimization over its lead time H, this real-

time algorithm has been implemented in the simulation. The cost-to-go functions

obtained from the steady state are used as boundary conditions at the end of our

forecasted period as minimum expected costs associated to a given state of the system.

The steady state policies and the real-time algorithm were implemented in the two

models. The performance during the simulation is measured as a quadratic penalty

function of average annual water deficits. To evaluate the long term performance, at each

simulation time step, this deficit is averaged over the past years.

As seen in Figure 7, for a given model, the long-term performance of the real-time

algorithm using a one month autoregressive forecast is better than the steady-state
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policies. These results are consistent with those reported before, i.e. Bras et al. (1983) and

Tejada-Guibert et al. (1995).
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Figure 7: Long term performance of real-time and steady-state policies in the Aggregated

Equivalent Reservoir model.

There is a significant difference in the comparison between the performance of the

Aggregated Equivalent Reservoir model with a Multi-Reservoir and multi-stochastic

inflow description of the system. The Multi-Reservoir model performs better regardless

of whether the real-time algorithm or the steady-state policies are used. This may be seen

in Figure 8 where the two models are compared using both steady-state policies and real-

time algorithm.
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Figure 8: Long-term performance of the Aggregated Equivalent Reservoir model versus

the Multi-Reservoir model for both the steady-state and real-time optimization methods.

To compare the performances of the steady-state policies and the real-time algorithm

applied to the aggregated reservoir and multi-reservoir models, the results were

normalized. The average yearly costs after a thousand years of simulation of each one of

the models were normalized with respect to the performance of the Aggregated model
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simulation using SS policies. Such reference value was chosen because of being

comparatively the lowest performance. Such normalization allows for a quantitative

comparison of improvements yielded by the other methods and models. Figure 8 shows

the long-term average annual costs of each optimization model versus forecast lead time

(H), normalized with respect to the steady-state case of the aggregated model.
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Figure 9: Normalized long-term costs versus lead times for the four optimization models.

As appreciated in Figure 9, there is a 30% decrease of the long-term average annual costs

when the system is represented following a multi-reservoir approach and steady-state

policies are used. When the real time algorithm with flow forecast is implemented in the
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aggregated model with a forecast lead time of H=1, costs decrease 10% with respect to

steady-state policies. However, implementation of the real-time algorithm to the multi-

reservoir approach only yields an improvement of 2% compared to using steady-state

policies in the same multi-reservoir model. Little variation may be seen when the lead

time increases up to 6 months in the aggregated reservoir model. Reaching a minimum

for 11=4, costs increase for lead times of 5 and 6 periods. The multi-reservoir model with

real-time algorithm was run only for 1 and 2 period forecast due to the high

computational costs involved when higher lead times are used.

Equivalent results may be observed when evaluating average annual deliveries and

comparing these with the annual demands, as shown in Figure 10. Coverage of demands

is significantly higher with the multi-reservoir model.
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Figure 10: Mean annual demand coverage and box-plots of the yearly demand coverage

below Falcon International Reservoir.

If the monthly demands and supplies for the real-time multi-reservoir model are plotted,

it is seen how the deficits are allocated in Figure 10. May and April are the months with

the highest deficits due to the higher agricultural demand.
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Monthly coverage of Mexico demands

Figure 11: Mean monthly coverage of demand below Falcon International Reservoir.

Spills for each model and method behave in accordance with the previous results. Spills

in Amistad increase in the multi-reservoir model and when using real-time algorithm.

However, what is most important regarding performance of the system, spills in Falcon

are smaller. By keeping more water in Amistad, the probability of spills in that reservoir

increases, but the spilled water can be captured downstream in Falcon, which in turn has

less spills since it's kept more empty. This can be seen in Figure 12, where the average

yearly spills for Amistad and Falcon reservoirs are shown for the four cases.
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Figure 12: Average yearly spills in Amistad and Falcon and corresponding box plots of

the yearly spilled value series.

The previous figure yearly provides some information regarding the frequency and the

magnitude of the spills, besides de average yearly spill for each model and method. It can

be seen that the magnitude of some spills exceeds the yearly average in many orders of

magnitude.

The distribution of spills in the different months of the year is opposite to the distribution

of water shortages. As seen in Figure 13, the highest average spills occur in October.
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Figure 13: Average monthly spills for the multi-reservoir model with real-time algorithm.

In the following Figure 14, the box plots of monthly inflows and spills in Amistad

reservoir are shown for each month of the year to give an insight of their monthly

frequency, magnitude. The regulating effect of the reservoir can be appreciated.
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Storage evolution in Amistad and Falcon reservoirs during the simulation is shown in

Figure 15. It can be seen that the average storage configuration of the aggregated model

is associated with a lower performance of the system, compared to the multi-reservoir

model. The last one adapts faster to a higher performance storage configuration keeping

more Mexican water in Amistad and leaving more conservation capacity for the US in

Falcon. This seems to be driven by the presence of US demands between Amistad and

Falcon and the fact that demands below Falcon are higher for the US. Releases from

Amistad take 3-4 days to reach the Falcon reservoir, thus at a monthly time step, releases

from Amistad may cover demands below Falcon. This information was implemented in

the model and explains why most Mexican water is kept in Amistad while all Mexican

demands are below Falcon.

Also, both models chose to store more water in Amistad, the upstream reservoir rather

than Falcon, which is depleted first. There are two physical reasons for storing most of

the water in Amistad: evaporation and the space rule. Regarding evaporation, the area-

capacity curve of the Falcon Reservoir is steeper than the one in Amistad, meaning that

for the same stored volume, the area of the reservoir is greater, and so are evaporative
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losses. Similarly, storing more water in the upstream reservoir and maintaining more free

capacity downstream allows for the capture of storm event runoff occurring between the

two reservoirs.

While there is no significant difference between the use of steady-state or real-time

methods in the multi-reservoir model — as seen in Figure 16 — there is a difference for the

aggregated model. While the use of real-time algorithm results in a more stable system

setting, the use of steady-state policies in the aggregated model yields a less stable

configuration of the system. The storage configuration may eventually improve for

certain periods of time, as may be clearly appreciated in Figure 10 for years 150 to 350

(for the used realization of stochastically generated time series), and then go back to its

original lower performance configuration.
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Figure 15: Amistad and Falcon storage in the two models using steady-state policies
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Figure 16: Amistad and Falcon storage in the two models using real-time algorithm.

It has been seen in the previous results that representing the system using a multi-

reservoir approach is associated to the highest benefits in terms of performance of the

model.

The key reason to explain this behavior lies in whether there is a distinction or not of the

individual reservoirs in the SDP process. If reservoirs are considered separately, the

stochastic dynamic procedure finds the optimal way to store water between the

reservoirs. For a particular state of the whole system, considering storages and previous

inflows in the different reservoirs, optimal policies will be derived for each of these

reservoirs. However, if an aggregated model is used, storages and previous inflows are

aggregated into one and the SDP process is done over the equivalent aggregated

reservoir. The final output is a global release for all the system, without any type of

information on how to distribute this global release in the different reservoirs. Indeed the

release is disaggregated to cover the immediate demands of that particular time step, but

in such disaggregation, no information regarding the long term convenience is taken into

account. All demands will tend to be satisfied regardless of their location in the system
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and the state of the particular reservoir that will try to satisfy them. However, with a

multi-reservoir approach, recommended optimal releases will be made for each particular

reservoir depending on its own state and the state of the other reservoirs. Implicitly, the

multi-reservoir release policies contain information on how to distribute the resource

within the system for a benefit over the long term.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The study aimed at comparing performances of an Aggregated Equivalent reservoir

model and a Multi-Reservoir model considering multiple stochastic inflows. The use of

steady-state and real-time algorithms was evaluated in both models. It has been shown

that the use of a Multi-Reservoir representation of the system, with multiple stochastic

inflows yields the most significant performance increases, compared to the

aggregation/disaggregation of the equivalent aggregated reservoir approach. Although the

benefits of implementing a Real Time algorithm compared to the use of Steady State

policies are tangible, the increase in performance of using a Multi-Reservoir approach

compared to the Aggregated Reservoir model is more than one order of magnitude.

Obtaining the optimal policies for the Aggregated Reservoir and then disaggregating
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them at each time step cannot perform as well as a Multi-Reservoir approach, where

releases in each reservoir are assigned individually but accounting for all the state

variable of the system, including storage and previous inflow of other reservoirs.

Nevertheless, the aggregated model was appropriate in the past due to the curse of

dimensionality. With current computational capabilities, a more accurate description of

the system is possible, and the use of Multi-Reservoir Stochastic DP Models can be

applied, both using Steady State and Real Time algorithms.

These complex operating policies have hardly been implemented in real world reservoir

management systems. As Labadie (2004) points out this is unlikely to happen unless

these methods are presented in an understandable way to decision makers and can be

tested under a broad range of scenarios - hydrological and socio-economic — to evaluate

its impacts in the system and provide an assessment of its convenience in each case.

The results of this research are used in the development of a dynamic modeling effort in

the Lower Rio Grande Basin where the Amistad and Falcon International Reservoirs are

located. This is being made in the setting of a Transboundary Cooperative Project

between the Instituto Mexicano de Tecnologia del Agua (IMTA) in Mexico and
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Sustainability of semi-Arid Hydrology and Riparian Areas (SAHRA) and Sandia National

Labs in the United States. This aims to an improved understanding of the basin's water

balance and the impact evaluation of a wide range of water management scenarios,

integrating the socio-economic aspects of the basin into the physical model.
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APPENDIX B

Dynamic Modeling of the LRGB

The results of the presented research are used in the development of a dynamic modeling

effort in the Lower Rio Grande/Rio Bravo Basin where the Amistad and Falcon

International Reservoirs are located. This is being made in the setting of a Transboundary

Cooperative Project between the Instituto Mexicano de Tecnologia del Agua (IMTA) in

Mexico and Sustainability of semi-Arid Hydrology and Riparian Areas (SAHRA) and

Sandia National Labs in the United States. This aims to an improved understanding of

the basin's water balance and the impact evaluation of a wide range of water management

scenarios, integrating the socio-economic aspects of the basin into the physical model.

The physical part of this dynamic model, which uses the PowerSim platform, will be

briefly described following.

The model structure is divided in three parts: the Amistad reservoir, the Falcon reservoir

and the main channel of the Rio Grande in between. A view of how the model has been

built is included for each part of the system.
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As seen, the model can be run using different operating policies as well as with the

historical inflows and outflows in certain parts. The `UofA',1-1ARC' and 'Water saving'

policies can be schematically represented as follows:
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The current dynamic model has been integrated in a basin model comprising the Conchos

River and the other reaches of the Lower Rio Grande/Rio Bravo. This work is still being

developed, the model needs to be improved and a lot of demand driving data needs to be

collected. The coupling of such physical models with socio-economic and human

scenarios may prove very useful for a better understanding of the system's global

behavior and to support the decision-making processes.



APPENDIX C

Data obtention and treatment for the models

Data for the current study has been obtained mostly from the International Boundary

Water Comission (IBWC) web page and by direct request to the headquarters in El Paso

(Texas). Flow data for all tributaries and inflows into the Amistad and Falcon Reservoirs

has been downloaded from the Historical Flows database in the IBWC webpage

(http://www.ibwc.state.gov/wad/histflol.htm).  The data, daily mean flows in cubic

meters per second, has been transformed to monthly mean flows in cubic hectometers per

month. In this process, leap years and number of days per month have been accounted

for. The inflows to Amistad are the same deduced inflows into Amistad reservoir that can

be found in the IBWC datafile online. The inflows to the system between Amistad and

Falcon reservoir are the addition of all tributary flows into Falcon reservoir and the Rio

Grande/Rio Bravo between Amistad and Falcon. The historical diversions, which were

used in the model as demand data, have also been transformed to monthly means from

the same database. Pan evaporation data for Amistad and Falcon reservoirs was obtained

by request from the IBWC, as well as the used pan coefficient (0.72). Area-capacity and

97
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elevation-capacity data was equally obtained. Flow data used in the model and other

miscellaneous data follow.

Historic inflows to Amistad International Reservoir (hm3/month).

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1977 152.07 145.46 196.88 284.96 284.41 196.39 179.96 177.01 161.8 121.49 109.82 110.65

1978 104 103.33 126.14 176.17 282.53 306.26 199.82 361.71 393.42 1172.1 560.63 156.57

1979 150.99 149.27 247.03 231.33 270.86 516.34 294.81 321.39 154.57 110.7 99.006 107.14

1980 122.65 110.41 138.09 144.63 215.64 138.08 120.07 636.56 455.6 292.01 136.12 137.65

1981 167.41 166.21 224.76 437.05 315.57 287.29 208.78 319.16 487.68 808.93 234.59 195.46

1982 165.78 172.07 189.53 217.18 321.79 280.14 206.56 159.85 146.35 111.4 102.79 113.72

1983 109.43 106.92 115.77 112.62 190.34 136 107.32 171.67 114.48 295.53 175.93 98.876

1984 129.66 135.96 124.79 131.34 160.95 284.49 252.74 315.92 225.99 260.9 132.45 140.2

1985 159.81 122.19 145.07 128.8 176.37 185.91 168.95 166.73 327.17 316.04 146.28 108.52

1986 123.69 118.58 149.05 133.39 220.29 357.85 334.39 323.63 573.7 861.84 295.77 321.29

1987 325.38 274.56 322.04 296.88 379.47 503.71 382.17 385.72 268.24 256.54 166.99 158.78

1988 139.91 138.85 154.14 180.26 221.06 209.62 406.06 389.23 589.18 216.16 171.69 151.08

1989 151.24 159.23 159.9 153.9 185.04 161.38 138.09 235.09 236.3 198.98 144.3 103.75

1990 122.71 137.03 164.66 168.21 217.85 140.88 415.27 1037.3 768.4 1047.7 297.76 156.91

1991 200.61 181.24 214.58 231.76 223.27 211.76 325.23 617.12 1624.8 811.8 167.39 193.98

1992 368.8 432.86 287.96 272.47 472.21 562.12 389.27 248.41 193.73 166.19 148.12 137.63

1993 144.96 127.52 150.02 139.35 176.42 255.74 496.28 215.59 275.28 158.92 142.73 148.49

1994 156.86 136 155.6 138.58 233.67 161.08 158.54 124.91 132.09 115.53 111.27 116.52

1995 124.39 92.197 108.86 123.83 173.72 136.91 146.28 173.36 173.34 126.71 117.92 97.632

1996 98.358 94.202 94.167 98.677 137.88 119.04 129.24 200.96 352.91 197.09 107.57 103.27

1997 102.79 182.05 149.85 113.72 180.95 246.45 155.23 145.6 101.74 107.28 88.007 92.733

1998 99.766 90.012 112.16 94.349 120.5 118.42 108.92 593.44 123.8 115.65 122.92 101.88

1999 101.14 91.1 136.67 115.37 120.85 250.98 175.51 158.94 120.59 104.73 107.07 98.453

2000 104.03 92.241 104.55 88.404 104.42 268.44 144.56 120.03 88.716 244.81 232.19 130.59

2001 159.09 138.84 111.99 103.14 138.4 105.59 102.75 124.54 95.852 82.132 131.88 92.707
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Historic inflows between Amistad and Falcon International Reservoirs (hm3/month).

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1977 176.7 152.03 96.345 87.739 108.24 75.96 72.935 57.413 52.443 87.439 55.842 51.171

1978 47.417 41.564 41.05 36.907 45.725 80.562 43.613 92.023 292.24 292.75 321.22 210.3

1979 169.96 100.9 84.44 85.49 59.734 257.35 100.57 65.763 56.594 46.773 46.047 45.729

1980 44.336 36.46 34.611 31.157 64.487 28.722 22.111 319.59 103.21 116.07 84.076 79.409

1981 64.097 62.662 50.653 370.69 604.26 415.52 223.48 82.641 75.365 87.032 64.213 57.814

1982 54.024 49.683 52.764 55.508 104.03 46.361 37.389 36.285 39.718 40.981 41.894 46.507

1983 45.807 51.801 55.575 36.976 37.663 40.993 30.358 37.351 42.456 72.216 77.667 50.852

1984 44.392 39.713 31.684 29.468 116.55 43.64 36.622 24.312 35.816 85.417 30.027 26.418

1985 42.609 31.994 26.166 62.783 36.821 57.26 50.093 24.265 40.516 87 43.627 31.139

1986 28.541 24.715 24.132 21.845 45.37 177.95 66.708 43.024 245.06 175.91 116.46 99.944

1987 87.798 82.225 76.689 64.559 107.89 287.89 230.15 133.75 161.75 117.03 95.374 87.08

1988 78.322 62.712 49.15 40.732 50.19 69.594 59.009 100.77 614.41 324.63 185.48 93.13

1989 78.057 66.283 60.614 52.427 52.301 37.192 34.201 35.95 43.248 36.242 30.869 34.621

1990 31.609 30.578 36.503 105.23 50.434 30.075 135.33 70.479 151.91 172.04 101.62 87.418

1991 76.058 45.573 43.292 37.763 46.392 46.23 35.846 32.867 130.94 102.13 78.983 76.451

1992 73.844 79.608 71.141 69.718 113.44 131.86 203.09 120.54 97.457 73.208 62.215 61.719

1993 54.586 45.001 45.275 37.648 39.796 101.45 56.958 42.995 56.582 45.123 37.078 38.64

1994 41.153 34.218 40.722 30.408 38.81 27.966 29.847 20.841 39.522 27.152 24.84 26.794

1995 26.152 22.694 25.563 22.188 54.772 22.961 16.791 15.877 112.39 24.348 24.621 17.112

1996 19.579 15.168 14.81 14.281 17.469 14.655 15.153 38.183 51.757 44.662 22.12 21.842

1997 23.181 25.403 57.282 31.995 49.467 56.066 34.141 21.726 28.371 60.565 51.572 39.77

1998 38.135 28.548 25.265 21.672 18.903 17.852 18.143 202.35 105.85 42.574 35.553 31.339

1999 30.834 26.25 38.616 28.967 38.794 160 97.983 141.77 82.911 74.467 52.158 42.812

2000 37.06 34.149 45.572 29.583 41.342 50.109 27.962 22.15 24.12 52.339 47.399 35.551

2001 53.794 27.836 29.378 78.373 39.258 19.643 19.506 24.628 95.261 22.148 23.21 23.44
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US diversions below Amistad International reservoir at Maverick canal (hm3/month).

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1977 25.73 20.238 45.101 84.776 109.49 105.37 105.29 85.329 107.7 98.963 90.841 95.757

1978 96.993 86.892 112.79 99.965 103.88 105.62 111.04 108.57 105.43 98.285 112.44 109.74

1979 115.65 100.75 117.23 110.83 117.54 115.08 115.66 117.41 84.024 84.05 69.085 104.28

1980 111.51 105.85 103.13 98.418 105.01 113.56 120.51 116.39 112 117.95 112.23 120.51

1981 118.83 108.75 118.83 114.74 65.762 105.91 114.15 108.04 117.85 120.8 115.21 120.07

1982 119.28 106.87 116.05 111.74 120.4 116.32 110.56 113.98 108.88 104.76 92.007 87.126

1983 93.692 97.088 111.57 91.644 106.38 108.09 106.23 117.19 114.7 118.32 90.236 85.588

1984 74.961 93.64 115.53 87.359 75.616 92.552 103.4 116.98 98.988 67.738 46.397 102.34

1985 120.21 103.79 108.99 108.7 110.42 97.986 99.636 91.575 84.3 86.979 96.526 96.604

1986 93.925 76.203 105.53 108.59 113.82 85.432 77.76 85.64 85.571 110.26 98.69 116.08

1987 102.54 101.66 113.1 97.839 105.29 109.02 112.73 112.35 111.14 112.07 85.493 54.052

1988 87.074 97.165 89.13 101.42 110.61 96.214 106.07 109.4 96.42 105.9 104.28 104

1989 112.24 107.79 121.17 114.7 113.93 108.11 100.13 95.04 90.374 97.606 87.445 88.681

1990 89.493 107.4 117.24 123.1 126.49 105.27 100.34 115.03 108.9 99.498 112.15 111.56

1991 108.01 94.383 109.28 110.88 108.53 98.902 109.38 119.76 117.65 121.97 110.89 103.05

1992 55.024 114 122.23 115.46 107.33 115.39 106.25 104.7 101.29 74.615 99.723 92.863

1993 60.877 84.663 99.3 104.21 106.25 98.176 95.869 89.899 83.189 101.01 103.76 113.86

1994 110.76 101.96 119.59 112.92 115.21 91.123 97.338 89.433 94.254 104.96 99.403 104.23

1995 106.03 97.165 114.86 123.59 114.64 107.01 106.06 102.5 99.835 101.94 100.85 106.39

1996 99.135 88.37 91.316 95.507 114.65 109.98 86.374 90.806 88.836 91.506 92.215 77.648

1997 78.538 72.524 81.406 76.87 82.477 91.212 89.545 90.132 85.285 88.811 91.057 97.07

1998 95.412 86.772 95.705 98.073 114.07 88.888 87.247 78.375 35.45 40.444 39.881 30.269

1999 40.755 70.908 108.58 112.14 91.947 84.897 73.993 63.979 59.167 63.798 68.645 68.265

2000 70.433 67.159 72.274 78.598 102.99 86.098 94.686 90.21 81.354 86.797 63.271 65.383

2001 71.012 77.795 93.424 92.298 100.35 95.869 87.212 91.498 64.264 49.196 55.201 58.13
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Total US diversions: diversions at Maverick + US diversions below Falcon (hm3/month).

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1977 47.929 45.622 166.17 183.92 231.34 247.5 234.43 243.08 162.61 218.08 164.35 189.83

1978 205.69 112.44 236.82 239.69 385.93 274.08 322.29 238.44 155.14 166.57 168.83 181.02

1979 171.54 149.51 265.3 222.57 200.62 215.65 302.22 239.84 109.59 223.91 166.34 130.5

1980 216.05 172.2 253.22 320.35 301.89 374.53 362.5 176.6 209.74 195.57 166.46 150.73

1981 167.74 141.06 176.87 284.33 117.99 203.96 205.85 265.04 209.38 219.35 182.29 221.68

1982 317.25 242.86 213.39 276.38 164.27 285.35 342.83 281.71 264.56 226.95 180.58 143.16

1983 181.92 166.23 158.88 285.44 352.39 207.17 225.29 232.95 204.77 195.95 164.25 174.95

1984 156.17 122.97 212.53 335.37 262.63 274.48 256.4 227.28 140.74 115.86 103.64 155.83

1985 160.46 155.75 160.18 213.28 275.52 235.26 166.52 236.17 171.75 132.71 164.07 158.54

1986 222.57 149.31 245.03 314.96 289.03 118.1 207.96 211.84 159.27 200.75 152.72 145.85

1987 123.17 155.76 171.35 209.69 218.57 179.39 329.93 242.33 220.8 204.51 159.79 120.09

1988 134.27 134.68 188.99 245.44 342.52 327.02 294.46 214.57 149.03 228.36 203.9 209.2

1989 302.01 211.19 314.26 289.6 329.97 357.47 256.28 219.08 248.01 259.92 195.94 133.76

1990 220.09 245.26 206.47 217.91 281.19 420.96 242.45 250.53 189.5 215.75 191.05 225.38

1991 286.25 164.89 251.56 203.55 249.99 365.25 164.56 275.96 159.46 219.15 158.51 159.26

1992 75.822 145 231.97 164.4 138.77 239.22 309.99 244.73 198.98 172.48 141.13 127.86

1993 141.11 156.39 168.55 304.47 279.58 173.85 248.99 272.33 179.21 210.44 266.96 185.27

1994 171.59 173.71 203.34 279 246.36 257.34 323.97 231.84 181.73 172.89 180.36 176.53

1995 200.34 220.9 209.74 274.55 421.17 237.92 276.76 183.5 162.02 173.27 133.77 146.23

1996 159.92 194.55 233.18 281.25 368.37 299.16 204.99 187.03 122.01 135.58 153.79 135.5

1997 163.69 172.1 126.33 92.583 132.81 231.41 267.52 214.96 160.54 128.43 120.22 144.16

1998 185.48 125.34 152.93 251.12 326.89 263.49 190.23 154.49 97.503 80.673 60.196 61.376

1999 103.97 150.92 218.22 188.66 254.81 198.97 120.46 160.08 97.549 126.45 145.04 127.59

2000 143.57 151.75 163.81 229.1 248.62 173.94 254.15 197.89 161.37 139.28 121.03 106.15

2001 161.66 126.97 185.95 246.21 231.31 233.25 205.27 214.14 111.35 106.66 114.81 80.536

2002 128.8 102.44 172.19 213.68 267.7 205.53 151.95 176.15 124.04 99.06 72.636 82.428
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Mexican diversions below Falcon International reservoir (hm3/month).

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1977 11.621 23.712 55.191 51.484 188.34 175.09 32.455 156.33 26.851 168.4 2.9678 2.6214

1978 127.15 31.072 33.432 98.969 473.73 90.994 89.225 202.39 54.995 95.012 6.9733 10.371

1979 61.854 84.704 95.272 140.61 148.78 28.541 54.216 162.05 2.687 66.362 3.9493 9.1938

1980 234.71 118.97 20.851 273.94 350.96 137.94 111.84 100.12 84.94 113.89 8.932 6.95

1981 13.331 8.8361 10.04 93.167 342.49 74.105 7.1816 123.32 33.893 65.39 21.273 7.6222

1982 327.59 215.9 17.228 180.71 34.872 41.737 109.32 333.63 62.744 64.406 22.287 15.212

1983 131.77 110.85 14.361 404.09 497.92 38.145 25.687 40.414 36.107 42.327 26.746 21.184

1984 153.85 33.19 13.029 377.02 308.22 83.98 41.974 134.09 13.664 16.024 8.2503 12.325

1985 53.467 43.94 9.8202 124.02 399.96 59.814 38.816 128.95 23.3 11.321 8.0637 12.874

1986 334.62 131.5 62.522 457.25 406.49 55.363 27.785 29.856 27.415 25.289 11.922 2.446

1987 8.4447 9.5636 5.3015 100.66 399.6 155.12 109.49 44.833 66.554 55.265 17.258 15.648

1988 47.99 10.537 12.907 214.39 531.53 163.05 59.519 105.43 13.116 53.841 0.56765 40.054

1989 342.59 190.11 50.148 275.8 456.59 242.21 50.018 78.261 55.677 113.42 35.139 13.319

1990 241.08 257.2 20.028 207.97 388.45 234.42 39.867 25.177 26.153 22.715 23.656 57.283

1991 439.09 88.772 40.366 131.54 316.88 202.33 45.282 87.955 34.206 29.756 19.082 57.176

1992 32.99 145.54 113.15 140.38 190.89 229.47 112.29 191.56 67.582 116.77 22.934 31.024

1993 206.29 70.131 63.668 557.4 483.77 61.733 41.636 160.66 37.246 56.385 39.433 58.847

1994 129.45 32.867 43.456 518.71 495.78 122.92 73.786 65.984 22.723 27.709 20.52 59.028

1995 227.47 65.759 90.063 344.51 174.55 19.249 20.572 31.666 28.642 19.656 24.788 10.074

1996 3.5942 7.6982 7.655 183.42 38.448 15.811 16.658 30.793 7.871 3.6893 17.064 4.873

1997 1.296 10.584 16.157 6.5059 21.375 90.668 29.704 9.6077 17.064 8.8258 3.1277 4.5334

1998 5.7836 10.894 4.3796 330.44 161.86 4.4064 5.2963 19.189 23.241 13.323 7.3716 9.8064

1999 0 8.1389 114.77 240.92 60.997 9.3053 6.9656 11.966 4.0418 6.9811 3.2098 2.4278

2000 3.577 4.7606 12.684 237.03 95.049 1.3133 3.551 3.9398 2.6611 2.5747 2.497 0.94176

2001 1.2355 1.5206 1.5984 3.2659 1.4774 7.0157 1.7971 4.968 21.082 0 6.3418 0.35424

2002 2.2896 1.0109 4.1645 5.3136 1.607 5.0285 8.7178 3.8707 6.6614 4.752 1.1664 2.2378
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Average pan evaporation for Amistad International Reservoir (mm/month)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1977 71 133 193 239 163 344 367 391 333 188 142 122

1978 97 98 238 277 289 346 400 299 186 141 76 88

1979 76 96 150 200 264 273 356 333 298 286 148 92

1980 88 131 224 313 271 377 451 319 258 209 113 71

1981 84 88 166 165 238 235 326 308 268 172 138 107

1982 103 123 144 220 237 320 364 398 279 213 140 87

1983 85 100 181 287 321 279 378 324 281 227 128 94

1984 68 144 226 347 318 347 387 405 345 144 135 75

1985 73 82 152 219 313 300 316 378 279 176 105 83

1986 111 144 254 264 290 239 369 316 187 124 94 88

1987 87 91 163 198 188 229 280 324 221 347 249 78

1988 93 114 238 294 314 316 324 309 237 155 154 96

1989 96 93 212 252 325 351 406 355 296 216 129 82

1990 121 155 162 181 247 387 304 290 179 168 101 100

1991 82 127 237 235 290 301 310 326 203 179 115 68

1992 69 99 164 177 210 302 325 304 282 226 152 85

1993 64 109 193 279 299 267 350 402 209 218 114 126

1994 118 116 181 249 241 373 380 377 255 163 121 75

1995 104 123 177 265 285 335 414 372 263 245 102 78

1996 131 144 190 277 322 392 406 322 185 194 121 74

1997 81 103 170 181 241 268 376 382 299 177 113 88

1998 102 148 209 337 358 406 493 299 208 154 80 77

1999 116 160 205 244 315 299 338 463 360 407 395 244

2000 129 135 217 267 323 258 420 407 321 123 77 64

2001 68 80 134 214 348 432 460 401 252 278 174 108
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Average pan evaporation for Falcon International Reservoir (mm/month)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1977 61 130 183 231 257 313 381 366 245 173 143 115

1978 88 102 242 283 307 345 413 347 188 130 102 93

1979 95 103 190 213 300 333 356 366 196 236 148 77

1980 92 113 200 269 276 432 449 315 290 195 125 75

1981 75 86 158 180 227 230 291 263 205 178 123 97

1982 120 97 171 198 167 306 400 347 261 168 120 102

1983 78 117 194 277 264 310 292 307 241 198 158 90

1984 65 151 227 300 311 356 373 378 234 167 152 105

1985 84 98 199 227 255 296 355 386 292 211 138 87

1986 114 151 271 240 274 281 399 383 296 194 99 72

1987 100 131 155 205 238 257 357 390 257 233 140 98

1988 105 113 217 255 278 330 359 295 231 201 154 122

1989 118 124 251 260 359 373 401 323 265 222 150 104

1990 146 149 190 222 302 425 380 327 214 221 146 127

1991 91 128 265 249 274 320 299 363 189 188 115 96

1992 77 113 147 192 207 281 398 330 272 184 117 83

1993 94 105 162 262 286 270 386 400 246 204 120 123

1994 116 131 215 219 283 314 430 317 228 201 153 102

1995 121 134 193 299 335 353 391 271 247 201 116 88

1996 127 144 216 285 361 382 433 312 234 163 140 107

1997 94 116 175 156 237 314 419 397 257 155 100 108

1998 119 150 203 277 349 409 449 362 203 164 91 101

1999 159 165 211 267 352 354 351 369 244 182 153 134

2000 124 154 236 279 371 365 486 415 350 178 109 90

2001 98 143 182 272 389 469 493 445 249 217 162 101



AMISTAD Elevation-Capacity Curve
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AMISTAD Area-Capacity Curve
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Elevation Height

m.a.s.l.

Area Allocation	 Function

Km 2 	hm 3

Elevation Height

m.a.s.l.

Area Allocation	 Function

Km 2 	hm 3

Reservoir pool specifications for Amistad and Falcon International Reservoirs

Amistad Reservoir pool specifications:

Top of:

Maximum 349.03 75.32 5534353.39 6826.55 360.07 500.93

Flood

surcharge

Spillway 347.60 73.89 5128243.43 6325.62 341.40 2151.57 Flood control

Conservation 340.46 66.75 3151588.00 3887.44 262.47 4174.05 Water Supply

Dead Stor. 283.47 9.76 0.00 0.00 0.00

River Bed 273.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Falcon Reservoir pool specifications:

Top of:

Maximum 95.77 42.43 3964542.4 4890.208 463.22 993.201

Flood

surcharge

Spillway 93.48 40.14 3159344.1 3897.007 396.78 623.589 Flood control

Conservation 91.805 38.465 2653794.0 3273.418 352.81 3273.351 Water Supply

Dead Stor. 61.965 8.625 54.3 0.067 0.1

River Bed 53.34 0 0.0 0 0
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Volume

acre-feet	 hm3

Volume

acre-feet	 hm3
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